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1 Summary of PDR Report 

1.1 Team Summary 

Reusable Rocket Vehicle Proposed 

Eclipse - III “Gunrocket” 

Title Name Contact Information 

Professor/Director Dr. Nesrin 

Sarigul-Klijn 

Email: nsarigulklijn@ucdavis.edu 

Phone: 1-530-752-0682 

Level III Certified 

Mentor 

(NAR Section #534) 

Mr. Cliff 

Sojourner 

Phone: 408-234-9281 

Safety Officer Andy Trang Email: aptrang@ucdavis.edu 

Student Captain Matthew 

Huang 

mdhuang@ucdavis.edu 

Sections Members (25) 

Recovery System Daniel T. (Lead), Duarte L. 

Payload Design 

Andrew C. (Lead), Patrick A., Janine M., Andy T., Hayden M., Braden 

R. Jessica S., Matthew B., Ryan T., Dongmeng L. 

Vehicle Design 

Matthew H. (Lead), Raul. M., Jason T., Darren S.,Kristen M., Isaac 

B.,Ryan J., Princess I., David Y., Khashchuluun T., Pyi K., Sarahi G., 

Bradford L., Nicholas C. 

Launch 

Operations/Testing 

Andy T.(Lead), Jessica S. 

Website and 

Publicity Darren S. 
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The Eclipse Rocketry team currently consists of 25 active members. Members are all 

undergraduates ranging from freshman to seniors. Within the team are smaller sub-teams as 

follows: 

1.     Vehicle Design 

2.     Recovery Systems 

3.     Payload Design 

4.     Launch Operations/Testing 

 

The following Table is a list of the Foreign National (FN) students on the team. Eclipse Rocketry 

understands that these members may not have access to certain activities during launch week 

and may be separated from the rest of the team during these activities. 

 

 
Table 1: FN Classified Students. 

Foreign National (FN) Students 

Darren S. 

Patrick A. 

Nicholas C. 

Dongmeng L. 

Pyi K. 

1.2 Launch Vehicle Summary 

Table 2: Launch Vehicle Summary. 

Vehicle Mass (oz) 519  

Vehicle Length (in) 103 

Vehicle Outer Diameter (in) 6.15 

Motor Selected Aerotech L1390G-P 

Recovery System Main: Iris Ultra 84-in Compact made by Fruity 
Chutes 
Drogue: Classic Elliptical 36-in Standard 
made by Fruity Chutes 
Main Altimeter: Perfectflite StratologgerCF 
Backup Altimeter: Perfectflite StratologgerCF 
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1.3 Milestone Review Flysheet 
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2 Changes Made Since Proposal 

2.1 Changes Made to the Vehicle Criteria 

● Integration method of payload to vehicle shall involve threaded rod and bolt fastening 

between the payload, airframe 2, and airframe 3. 

● The static margin of the vehicle will no longer be at 2.3 and instead will be 2.23 at the rail 

exit. 

● Addition of GPS tracker to vehicle shall be accounted for in nosecone with permanent 

bulkhead, threaded rod, and sled system. 

● The counterweight has been removed. 

2.2 Changes Made to Payload Criteria 

● Payload criteria mostly remained the same except for inclusion of batteries and 

additional Arduino boards to the payload. 

2.3 Changes Made to Project Plan 

The project plan has mostly remained static since the proposal. Only minor changes have been 

made to the budget as a result of increases in design maturity. Eclipse plans on continuing with 

its current track to engage students in rocket education through reaching out to local schools. 

 

3 Vehicle Criteria 

3.1 Mission Statement 

The Eclipse Rocketry team aims to construct a single-stage, solid-propellent, model rocket that 

meets NASA’s 2016-2017 University Student Launch Initiative (USLI) Competition 

requirements. The fully functioning model rocket will include avionics hardware for a full 

recovery of all components of the rocket. Upon recovery of the components of the rocket, the 

vehicle shall be able to be launched multiple times without repair of any of the components, 

especially ones pivotal to the success of the mission and flight. The vehicle architecture will 

work in tandem with the Fin Roll Attitude Control System and ensure that the experimental 

payload is unharmed in all portions of vehicle flight and reaches an altitude of 5280-ft as closely 

as possible. The team intends to design a structurally sound rocket that is cost efficient, while 

encouraging students in the aerospace field to participate in a challenging and educational 

design competition. 
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3.2 Mission Success Criteria 

Eclipse defines mission success as ensuring the complete fulfillment all of USLI requirements 

as well as all team derived requirements that drive the design of the vehicle.  

 

3.2.1 USLI Vehicle Requirements 

Provided is a list of USLI vehicle requirements relevant to the technical design. Note that there 

are more requirements that shall be met by the design not listed here:         

 

● Rocket apogee shall reach as close to 5280 feet as possible, and shall not exceed 5600 

feet.   

● The rocket must carry redundant altimeters, with at least one commercially available 

barometric altimeter for official altitude recording.   

● Rocket and payload must be recoverable and must be able to be relaunched on the 

same day without repairs or modifications.   

● Rocket must have maximum of four independent sections 

●  The launch vehicle shall have a minimum static stability margin of 2.0 at the point of rail 

exit. 

● The launch vehicle shall accelerate to a minimum velocity of 52 fps at rail exit.  

 

3.2.2 Team Derived Requirements 

The Vehicle Requirements set forth by Eclipse provide direction and constraints for the vehicle 

design based on stakeholders and other subsystems of the rocket. Ultimately, these 

requirements can be divided into functional and performance requirements shown by the 

flowdown chart. The requirements for the vehicle have been divided up into five subcategories: 

Flight Dynamics, Cost, Manufacturability, Structural Integrity, and Efficiency. Each of these 

subcategories are then split into functional and performance requirements. Functional 

requirements are comprised of what the rocket must fulfill and the performance requirements 

quantify the functional requirements.  Note that these are not all the self imposed requirements 

necessary for the technical design to succeed in the mission. 

 

Relevant functional requirements to the design are as follows: 

● The vehicle fins shall not fail under flutter 

● During flight, Airframe 2, the Payload, and Airframe 3 shall not separate. The vehicle 

motor shall have an impulse of no more than 5120 N*s 

● The vehicle shall have a diameter of 6.15” 

● The vehicle shall ensure that separable airframe components that are meant to be 

attached in flight do not separate in flight. 

● Factor of Safety shall be at between 1.1 and 1.5 for all components 

● Couplers shall maintain vehicle assembly until designated release with use of shear pins 
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Both the USLI and Eclipse Rocketry main requirements will be addressed in a later section via 

verification table. 

For the vehicle fins to not fail under flutter, the fins shall be at least 0.187”” thick. The distance 

between the center of gravity and the center of pressure shall be at least twice the diameter of 

the rocket to ensure there’s restoring force so there’s flight stability. The rocket must be 

manufacturable in order to be created. In-house components shall be fabricated in EFL or Smart 

Lab. Having an L class motor with a total impulse of no more than 5120 Ns will ensure that the 

rocket reaches the required altitude.  An essential part of the design is making sure the factor 

safety of the components is between 1.1 and 1.5, so the rocket is flyable and ensuring 

components can withstand the applied stress. Vehicle frames shall have 0 cracks or minimal 

damage due to black powder charges, since the rocket must be reusable. For successful 

parachute deployment and a successful recovery, shear pins shall release during activation of 

black powder charges when exposed to 425 pound force. The full-scale vehicle budget shall not 

exceed $3,000 including payload; the failure mitigation plan reduces funding from Space Grant 

and ensures lower cost than the previous design. For cost effectiveness and weight reduction 

compared to Eclipse II, the vehicle shall be at most 34 pounds. The vehicle shall have an inner 

diameter of at most 6.007”, so it is easy to ship and store, and allows for more room for inner 

components including electronics and payload. The vehicle shall be assembled in no more than 

45 minutes to maximize the assembly efficiency, and to ensure the launch readiness in the 

allotted competition time. 

3.3 Vehicle Architecture 

The vehicle has an outer diameter of 6.15” and an inner diameter of 6.007”. This diameter was 
chosen to provide optimal space for assembly and payload. It has a total length of 109”(9.08) 
and a total mass of 515 oz (32.19 lbs) including motor and payload. The vehicle is divided into 
five main separate sections: Nosecone, Airframe 1, Airframe 2, Roll Control Fin Payload, and 
Airframe 3. Airframe 2, the Payload, and Airframe 3 must be safely attached during flight as not 

Figure 1: Vehicle Architecture Layout  
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to act as multiple different components. To do this, they shall be fastened together during flight 
and easily disassembled and reassembled.   
 
The Avionics Bay exists inside a coupler tube that is epoxied to Airframe 1 and accessable from 

the right side at the bulkhead with threaded rods to insert a sled. This sled will contain all of the 

telemetry. The nosecone shall also include an Ardupilot 2.6 for GPS tracking.  

A detailed component budget breakdown of each main section with each sub component is 
shown in a later section. The center of gravity (CG) is located at 71.042“ from the tip of the 
nosecone and the center of pressure (CP) is located 84.784“ from the tip of the nose cone. The 
static margin of the rocket is 2.23 calibers at exit rail. Payload actuated fins were the driving 
factor in ensuring a static margin that meets the requirements of a 2 caliber rocket at liftoff. 
Since the fins of the payload drive the CP forward and the CG aft, the static margin was greatly 
reduced.  

3.4 Projected Flight Altitude and Calculations  

An OpenRocket simulation model of the vehicle was used to determine flight characteristics of 

the rocket including apogee. With a wind speed of 20 mph, the apogee was 5170.5-ft. 

Decreasing the wind speed to 10 mph increased the apogee of the vehicle by  92.1-ft, to a 

maximum of 5262.6-ft. This trend continued with the 5 mph simulation, where the apogee was 

reached at 5299.6-ft. Finally, without wind disturbance, the vehicle reached the highest altitude 

of all 4 simulations with an apogee of 5310.5-ft. All of the simulations were carried out with a 

completely vertical, 8-ft long launch rod. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Altitude and Vertical Velocity Flight Profiles. 
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3.5 Major Component Mass Breakdown 

 

Table 3: Major Component Mass Breakdown. 

Component Mass (oz) 

Nose Cone 77.12 

Airframe 1 44.66 

Avionics Bay 91.39 

Airframe 2 47.53 

Payload 81 

Airframe 3 140.4 

Total 482.1 

 

The masses shown in the table above are taken from the total mass component breakdown in 

the appendix. This is not a complete representation of all the components as some masses are 

unknown. A deficit of approximately 30 oz is prevalent due to this effect.  

3.6 System Trade Studies and Optimal Design 

3.6.1 Airframe Material 

Fiberglass, fiberglass-phenolic composite, and birch are the primary structural materials used in 

Eclipse’s launch vehicle. These materials are standard materials used in model rocketry and are 

known for performing their objectives successfully. Aluminum, a commonly used material in 

many aerospace applications, is also utilized for payload integration. Materials are fastened 

primarily with West Systems 105 resin/epoxy and West Systems 206 Hardener and minimally 

with steel fasteners.  

 

The nose cone and the fins shall be made out of G-10 Fiberglass, while airframe shall be made 

of a fiberglass-phenolic composite,. Fiberglass is ideal for Eclipse’s current application due to its 

combined qualities of being comparatively light, strong enough to tolerate the loads during the 

flight, and cost-effective as well as being widely available. The combination of fiberglass and 

phenolic in the airframe provides the necessary strength and reinforcement through the 

fiberglass, while also decreasing the total weight of the airframe through the phenolic.  

 

Baltic birch plywood will be used for bulkheads, centering rings, and payload frames. This 

particular Baltic birch plywood, which is of the 9-ply 0.5-in thick variety, was chosen due to its 

common usage in model rocketry. Because of the many plies that make up the material, it is 
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particularly stronger than regular plywoods found in common hardware stores as well as more 

stable and resistant to warping, which is ideal for both flight-descent conditions and pre-flight 

assembly.  

 

For  structural analysis of the G10 Fiberglass, the ultimate tensile strength and the ultimate 

shear stress of the fibrous materials were considered when determining the resulting stresses 

on the airframe. The orientation of the layers has yet to be accounted. When considering the 

stresses on the airframe caused by the release of the parachutes, the housing of the parachutes 

was modeled as a thin walled pressure vessel. The calculation code is presented in the 

appendix: The following is the results of running the MATLAB code.  

 

The resultant shear stress is 750 percent greater than the shear stress required to break the 

pins. 

The pins will shear 

The factor of safety is 60 in the airframe.  

The airframe will not fail due to parachute deployment 

3.6.2 Payload Integration 

3.6.2.1 Payload 

The payload must be integrated with the launch vehicle in a cost effective, lightweight, and 

reliable method. Eclipse aims for the payload bay to be easily accessible during pre and post 

launch operations, but remain securely intact with the vehicle during flight. Eclipse performed 

trade studies on multiple methods of vehicle and payload integration/attachment, and opted for 

using threaded rods to bolt the vehicle airframe casing to the payload airframe.   

3.6.2.3 Threaded Rod 

Eclipse will drill two holes on both ends of the payload airframe and on corresponding positions 

on both vehicle airframe couplers. A threaded rod will be inserted and secured across the 

diameter of the vehicle airframe to attach the vehicle coupler to the payload airframe. There will 

be one threaded rod forward from the payload and one aft from the payload, connecting each 

end of the payload airframe to its respective vehicle coupler. Eclipse considered both aluminum 

and steel for the threaded rod; aluminum weighs less but it is still strong enough to effectively 

secure the payload to the vehicle airframe. These threaded rods will be strong enough to 

withstand vibrations during launch as well as separation of the vehicle airframe during recovery 

chute deployments.  

3.6.2.4 Bulkhead Method 

Eclipse considered the use of two bulkheads, one forward and one aft of the payload-- the 

vehicle airframe will be bolted to these payload bulkheads. This adds additional airframe 

stability at the cost of additional weight. Eclipse is keeping this possibility as a backup and, if 

need be, plans to use wooden bulkheads for minimal added weight. Bolting the vehicle airframe 
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to payload bulkheads may be challenging to disassemble because of the high precision with 

which the holes in the vehicle airframe and bulkheads must be aligned. The bulkheads, if 

properly secured, are expected to withstand vehicle airframe separation during recovery chute 

deployment. 

3.6.2.5 Threaded Coupler 

Eclipse also considered adding threads to both sides of the payload airframe as well as the 

vehicle airframes. However, fiberglass cannot be easily threaded and adding an internal 

wooden or metal boundary is excessive in weight, manufacturing, assembly, and complexity. 

Additionally, the threaded coupler method may not withstand the vibrations during launch and 

the recovery chute deployments. 

 

3.6.2.6 Optimal Payload Integration Selection 

 

 
Figure 3: Payload Integration with Vehicle. 

3.6.2.7 Shear Stress Analysis 

Preliminary shear stress analysis was conducted on the threaded rod to determine a minimum 

thickness that would allow for a safety factor of 1.1. Using basic mechanics of materials 

equations, the minimum area was calculated such that the threaded rods would be able to 

withstand the compression of motor thrust. From this analysis, it was determined that a 

minimum diameter of the threaded rod to satisfy this FOS was 0.1in. However, to account for 

the shock of the parachute deployment via black powder charges, the two threaded rods were 

chosen each with a diameter of 0.25 in. 
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3.6.3 Fin Design 

 

The purpose of the fins is to draw the center of pressure away from the center of gravity to 

increase the stability margin of the rocket. In order to design the rockets, several different 

variables had to be taken into consideration. We are primarily looking at the span of the fin, the 

area, and the effect on apogee and maximum velocity. For now we are neglecting most 

structural effects save for the velocity at which the fins would be torn apart due to wingtip flutter. 

All of these considerations are only for the main fins, which are solely for the stability of the 

rocket. Design considerations for the actuating fins are found in the payload section of this 

report.  

 

 

Table 4: Rocket Flight Requirements. 

Stability Margin ≥ 2 at exit rail 

Apogee ≥ 5280 feet 

Flutter Velocity ≥ Maximum Velocity 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Fin Nomenclature. 

 

3.6.3.1 Trade Studies 

Each of these variables were compared using different methods, although most data was found 

through simulation in Openrocket. Flutter velocity was found using aerodynamic equations and 
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running calculations in Matlab. An initial design had been created in Matlab to meet the 

requirements for the rocket mission, but further trade studies were ran to optimize the design. 

As such, many of the trade studies use the original fin design as a basis. The bottom of each fin 

design is flush with the bottom of the body tube, and the trailing edge of the fin is orthogonal to 

the surface of the rocket body. The thickness of all the fins was 0.187 inches.  

The stability margin is calculated with a 20 oz counterweight. This weight is expected to change 

through the construction of the rocket, however, for now it allows the different fin designs to be 

compared.  

The minimum flutter velocity occurs at sea level, as can be shown in the following graph, 

therefore, all subsequent comparisons will be concerned only with the minimum flutter velocity 

as we want to ensure that the maximum rocket velocity never exceeds this value for the sake of 

safety. The equation for flutter velocity is as follows: 

Equation 1: Flutter Equation. 

 

Where G is assumed to be 330000 PSI and λ is the taper ratio ct/cr. This assumption is valid for 

isotropic materials, and while fiberglass is not isotropic, for now we hold this assumption to be 

valid.   
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Figure 5: Fin Flutter Analysis. 

3.6.3.2 Span Studies 

The purpose of this study was to see how changes in the span length affected the flight 

characteristics of the rocket. To test solely for changes caused by span, the planform of the fin 

remained rectangular, and the area was held constant at 31.5 inches squared.  

 

Table 5: Fin Dimensions for Span Study. 

Span [in] Ctip [in] Croot [in] Area [in^2] 
1 31.5 31.5 31.5 

2 15.75 15.75 31.5 
3 10.5 10.5 31.5 

4 7.875 7.875 31.5 
5 6.3 6.3 31.5 

6 5.25 5.25 31.5 
7 4.5 4.5 31.5 

8 3.9375 3.9375 31.5 

9 3.5 3.5 31.5 
10 3.15 3.15 31.5 
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Figure 6: Fin Analysis - Span vs. Stability. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Fin Analysis - Span vs. Apogee. 
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Figure 8: Fin Analysis - Span vs. Velocity. 

 

As can be seen by looking at the three graphs above, certain fin spans perform better than 

others. Fins less than four inches in span have incredibly high minimum flutter velocities, but are 

essentially useless for the mission parameters that have been set out. The small apogee is a 

cause of instability, as the fins do not bring the center of pressure behind the center of gravity. 

The maximum apogee achievable occurs near four inches. However, for safety concerns, the 

stability margin must be at least two, which does not occur until spans of six inches or greater. 

The downside is that the increased span causes a decrease in apogee. A span between six to 

seven inches meets all three requirements.  

 

3.6.3.3 Area Studies 

The purpose of this study was to see how the area affected the flight characteristics of the 

rocket. As before, the planform of the fin was rectangular, but this time the span was held 

constant at seven inches. This value was chosen because it was the span used in the 

preliminary design, and the results from the previous study support the use of this value. For the 

sake of comparison, the preliminary design area was tabulated as well.  

 

Table 6: Fin Dimensions for Area Study. 

Area [in^2] Ctip [in] Croot [in] Span [in] 

7 1 1 7 
14 2 2 7 

21 3 3 7 
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28 4 4 7 
31.5 4.5 4.5 7 

35 5 5 7 
 

 

Figure 9: Area vs. Stability. 

 

Figure 10: Area vs. Apogee. 
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Figure 11: Area vs. Flutter Speed. 

 

From the data, it is clear that there is a trade-off between stability and apogee when it comes to 

area. An increase in area has a large effect on center of pressure, which in turn has a large 

contribution to increasing the stability margin. However, increasing the area while the span 

remains constant adds weight to the rocket due to volume increase, which reduces the apogee. 

With this understanding, the graph in figure 7 does not correctly correlate area to apogee since 

it does not take into consideration the weight increase. The graph from figure 6 is still relevant, 

and suggests that to remain stable the area of the main fins should be greater than 20 in2.  

 

3.6.3.4 Optimization 

With the data from the trade studies above, the main fins should be optimized with a span of 6 

to 7 inches and an area in excess of 20 in2.  

Table 7: Fin Design Iterations. 

Fin Design Span [in] Ctip [in] Croot [in] Area [in^2] 

Preliminary 
Design 

7 3 6 31.5 

Fin Design 2 7 3 5 28.0 

Fin Design 3 6 4 7 33 
Fin Design 4 6.75 4 7 36.85 

 

Table 8: Fin Design Performance. 

 Preliminary Fin Fin Design 2 Fin Design 3 Fin Design 4 
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Stability 2.31 2.25 1.91 2.26 
Velocity Factor of 
Safety 1.20 1.32 1.47 1.30 

Apogee [ft] 5300 5265 5404 5338 
 

 

Figure 12: Fin Design Comparison. 

 

From the data it can be seen that the preliminary design, which was created simply by adjusting 

the model in the Openrocket simulation until it met requirements, performs very well. The rest of 

the graph also illustrates the trade-off between stability and apogee. The best example of this is 

the difference in fin designs 3 and 4. The only change between the two is an extra 0.75 inches 

in the span, but this simple change drastically changed the rocket’s flight behavior. Fin design 3 

performed the best at attaining a high apogee, but suffered significantly in stability, to the point 

where it no longer met requirements.  

It is also important to note that the rocket until this point has been purely computational, and we 

can therefore assume that the weight of the rocket could potentially increase by 15% to 20%. 

The result of this is that we should design towards a slightly higher apogee in order to account 

for this. Fin design 2 was an attempt at this by reducing the area of the fin, but this only led to a 

decrease in stability and apogee. The only benefit was an increase in the velocity factor of 

safety, but this is only a marginal gain and is not a satisfactory design. Fin design 3 was to 

resolve this by increasing the area while decreasing the fin span. As mentioned before, this 

resulted in a higher apogee but could not do so while maintaining a satisfactory stability margin. 
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Fin design 4 slightly increased the span which significantly improved the stability and still had a 

higher apogee than the preliminary fin design.  

Slightly sweeping the fins back also serves to improve the stability of the rocket without 

negatively affecting any of the other qualities due to the slight aft movement of the center of 

pressure. This is another method to eke out the best performance of these fins. Taking all of 

these considerations into account, the performance can now be quantified.  

 

Table 9: Swept Fin Design 4 Performance Comparison to Preliminary Fin Design. 

-0.03 change in stability 
+0.1 change in velocity FoS 

+42 ft change in apogee 
 

Although these are small changes to the overall performance to the rocket, these trade studies 

were beneficial in understanding why the preliminary fins performed as well as they did, as well 

as how simple tweaks to fin dimensions can affect the in-flight behavior of the rocket. In the 

case of fin design four, the small negative effect to stability margin is acceptable since it gives 

us a boost to apogee. Since the rocket is likely to gain weight through the design process, any 

increases to the apogee now are beneficial since it gives the design a margin for weight change 

whereas designing for maximum stability does not.  

Based on each of the studies conducted, the most optimal fin design that most allows for 

mission success criteria to be fulfilled is illustrated with the CAD model and working drawing 

shown below.  

 

 

 
Figure 13: Preliminary Fin Design. 
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Figure 14: Preliminary Fin Design Working Drawing. 

3.6.4 Motor Selection 

 

The vehicle motor selection was driven by USLI competition requirements as well as integration 

with the overall vehicle. Eclipse chose the Aerotech L1390G-P; its size integrates with the 

vehicle design and its acceleration makes the vehicle reach apogee at the desired height of 

5280-ft AGL. The following table outlines the trade study performed on Eclipse’s top three motor 

choices. It is more difficult for Eclipse to acquire CTI motors due to the restrictions in the state of 

California as well as our motor provider, Bay Area Rocketry.  
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Table 10: Trade Study Between Similar Size and Impulse Motors. 

  CTI 

4263-L1350-P 

CTI 

L800-P 

Aerotech 

L1390G-P 

Manufacturer: Cesaroni Technology Cesaroni Technology Aerotech 

Short Name L1350 L800 L1390 

Motor Type reloadable reloadable reloadable 

Delays Plugged s Plugged s Plugged s 

Diameter (in) 2.95 2.95 2.95 

Length (in) 19.13 19.13 20.39  

Propellant Weight (lb) 4.20 4.35 4.35 

Total Weight (lb) 7.87 7.74 8.54 

Average Thrust (lbf)  303.40 180.74 312.60 

Peak Thrust (lbf) 349.80 289.13 370.90 

Total Impulse (lbf*s) 958.38 844.60 887.88 

Thrust Duration (sec) 3.16 4.67 2.91 

Apogee (ft) 5846 

 

5123 

 

5312 

 

Max. Velocity (ft/s) 807.09 626.64 744.75 

Max. Acceleration 

(ft/s2) 

319.55 203.08 341.21 

Time to Apogee (sec) 18.0  17.9  17.3  

Stability (caliper) 2.37 2.39 2.31 

Ground Hit Velocity 

(ft/s) 

15.88 16.17  16.34 

 

Eclipse also performed a trade study comparing last year’s motor selection with the current front 

runner, both from Aerotech. While last year’s L1520 provides greater thrust, it’s thrust duration 

is shorter than that of this year’s selection. Additionally, L1390’s lighter weight and greater total 

impulse contribute to a more optimal rocket flight. 
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Table 11: Comparison Between Last Year’s and This Year’s Motor Selection. 

 Aerotech 

L1520T 

Aerotech 

L1390G-P 

Manufacturer Aerotech Aerotech 

Short Name L1520 L1390 

Motor Type reloadable reloadable 

Delays Plugged s Plugged s 

Diameter (in) 0.24 0.24 

Length (in) 1.74 1.70 

Propellant Weight 

(lb) 

3.91 4.35 

Total Weight (lb) 7.98 8.54 

Average Thrust (lbf) 340.11 312.59 

Peak Thrust (lbf) 381.42 370.90 

Total Impulse (lbf*s) 847.30 887.88 

Thrust Duration 

(sec) 

2.50 2.91 

Rail Exit Velocity 

(ft/s) 

67.53  59.4  

Liftoff TW Ratio  9.02 8.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.rocketreviews.com/l1520t-8898.html
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Figure 15: Thrust Curve. 
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Figure 16: Expanded View Airframe 3. 

A 3-in diameter, 20-in long fiberglass motor mount is fixed flush to the aft edge of the airframe 

by three 0.5-in thick birch centering rings. Furthermore, the airframe is slotted to ease the 

insertion of fin set system during manufacturing, and to allow for through-the-wall mounting of 

the fins for extra structural rigidity at the joints. A coupler is also epoxied to airframe 3 for 

mounting to the payload.  
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3.6.5 Preliminary Design 

 
Figure 17: Preliminary Design of Rocket. 
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3.7 Manufacturing 

Before any manufacturing will take place, a bill of materials will be created along with an order 

list of raw materials. Also a process plan for each component of the vehicle from airframe to 

bulkhead, and fins shall be created based on the detailed Gantt chart timeline shown in the 

project plan. 

 

3.7.1 Airframes/Coupler Tubes 
Because University of California, Davis does not meet the safety standards to cut tubular G10 

fiberglass with the current facilities, these parts will be ordered from Public Missiles Ltd. (PML). 

In order to comply with UC Davis’ code of conduct, these parts will not be machined down to 

size within facilities such as the EFL and Smart Lab and instead will be manufactured to size by 

PML. Airframes will be, however, modified to coupler tubes with the use of West Systems 

epoxies and hardeners. Specialized jigs will be created in order to stand frames up to connect 

coupler tubes to the desired depth as well as fasten permanent bulkheads to particular portions 

of the vehicle.  

 

3.7.2 Component Jigs 
The component subsystem jigs will be designed using CAD software and laser cut using a 

Trotec Laser Cutter/Engraver out of 0.5” birch wood. These jigs are meant to be used only once 

since the resins/epoxies the materials are exposed to will eliminate their usefulness. These jigs 

will be pivotal assets during the assembly process. 

 

3.7.3 Nosecone 
The nose cone will also be ordered from PML because of the UC Davis safety conduct due to its 

G10 Fiberglass material. This will also expedite manufacturing time and provide a precise part 

to fit to airframe 1. 

 

3.7.4 Bulkheads 
Bulkheads will be made of ½” birchwood and precisely lasercut using the Trotec Laser 

Cutter/Engraver. Parts will be imported from Solidworks in order to ensure that the holes have 

correct tolerances for U-bolts and Aluminum threaded rods alike. 

 

3.7.5 Fins 
Fabrication of the G10 main tridiagonal fins will be done in the EFL using the OMAX Waterjet 

Cutter. The Omax Waterjet cutter is not only capable of cutting a variety of materials precisely, 

including G10 fiberglass. The fin design may be imported from a CAD model and accurately 
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machined without violating UC Davis safety conduct and imposing health hazards due to fumes. 

Because of the flat shape of the fins, this machining process is feasible and will decrease 

manufacturing time by eliminating the need for ordering a specific part. Instead a sheet of G10 

0.187” thick will provide enough raw material for complete fabrication.  

 

3.7.6 Other Components 

Other components such as U-bolts, fasteners, parachutes, and solid rocket motors shall not be 

made using UC Davis resources and instead purchased through outside sources. Because solid 

rocket fuel cannot be constructed at UC Davis due to health and hazard violations, it is essential 

that the fuel be ordered in time for all test launches. The aluminum motor casing from previous 

years’ design shall be reused as the motor size shall be accommodated. Therefore, only solid 

rocket fuel needs to be purchased from Aerotech. 

3.8 Recovery 

3.8.1 Functional Requirements 

● The recovery system shall stage the deployment of its recovery devices, where a drogue 

parachute is deployed at apogee and a main parachute is deployed at a much lower 

altitude. 

● The recovery system electrical circuits shall be completely independent of any payload 

electrical circuits. 

● Each arming switch shall be capable of being locked in the ON position for launch. 

● An electronic tracking device shall be installed in the launch vehicle and shall transmit 

the position of the tethered vehicle or any independent section to a ground receiver. 

● Previous recovery system shall be re-utilized where deemed appropriate. 

3.8.2 Performance Requirements 

● At landing, each independent sections of the launch vehicle shall have a maximum 

kinetic energy of 75 ft-lbf. 

● The vehicle's lateral drift shall not surpass 1500-ft. 

3.8.3 Parachute System 

The team plans on using a dual deployment for the recovery system. The dual deployment 

configuration consists of two parachutes to safely land the rocket. The first parachute, the 

drogue chute, exhibits a diameter of 18-inches and deploys at the predicted flight path apogee 

of approximately 5,280-feet. The second parachute, the main chute, exhibits a diameter of 84 

inches and will deploy at 800-feet.  Both of the parachutes are to be stored in two separate 

compartments secured with nylon shear pins. The parachutes are manufactured by Fruity 

Chutes, a company that specializes in the distribution of profession aerospace recovery 

systems.  
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Table 12: Rocket flight characteristics at different wind speeds. 

 0 (mph) 5 (mph) 10 (mph) 20 (mph) 

Lateral Drift (ft) 3.69 547.81 577.5 1473.5 

Vertical Velocity 
(ft/s) 

16.33 16.392 16.27 16.09 

Altitude (ft) 5310.5 5299.6 5262.6 5170.5 

 

As seen in the table above, during the worst wind conditions, the dual deployment system 

minimizes lateral drift to 1473.5-feet at the predicted cross wind of 20-mph. For these 

measurements, it was assumed the rocket is launched completely vertically from a launch rod of 

the length of 8-feet. 

 

In order to ensure the vehicle’s kinetic energy does not surpass 75-ft-lbf, the weight of the 

heaviest section (12.952-lb) was used along with the highest impact vertical velocity (17-ft/s). 

Utilizing the following equation,  

 

     
 

 
       

 

the highest expected kinetic energy is 58.17-ft-lbf. This value corresponds to the aft portion of 

the rocket, where it not only is the heaviest section, but also the first to be in contact with the 

ground upon landing.  

3.8.4 Component Selection 

3.8.4.1 Hardware 

Concerning shock cords, the team considered several different types and vendors for our 

recovery system. Focusing on its size, material, strength, and cost, the Eclipse team selected 

the 9/16-inch tubular nylon shock cord sold by Rei. 

 
Table 13: Shock Cord Trade Study. 

Vendor Material Type Diameter 
(inches) 

Strength Test Cost (per yard) 

Top Flight 
Recovery 

Kevlar 1/2 7200 lbs $2.75 

Rei Tubular Nylon 9/16 2023 lbs $0.30 

Giant Leap Tubular Nylon 1 4000 lbs $1.87 
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Rocketry 

Fruity Chutes Spectra 
Microline 

3/16 1500 lbs $34 (for 5 yd) 

Fruity Chutes Tubular Nylon 
Webbing 

5/8 1800 lbs $17 (for 5 yd) 

 

As it can be observed in the table above, one of the main advantages of the selected shock 

cord is its price per yard. At $0.30/yard, it is much cheaper than the nearest competition, where 

the vendor Fruity Chutes’ shock cords are completely at a different price range. However, price 

alone was not the only factor, as safety was also an extremely important aspect for the 

selection. While considering the smallest possible diameter for its corresponding strength, the 

9/16-inch tubular Nylon shock cord was deemed the  perfect candidate for our recovery system. 

It not only is strong enough to safely ensure it withstands the forces present in the recovery 

segment of the launch, it is also the smallest shock cord to do so, saving space as a result. The 

other possible selection (Top Flight Recovery’s ½-inch Kevlar shock cord) is even smaller than 

the selected Nylon shock cord. However, this shock cord’s cost is much greater and, due to the 

team’s preference of Nylon material, this Kevlar shock cord was not selected. 

 

Concerning the dual deployment parachute system, the team opted for a 84-inch main 

parachute and a 18-inch drogue parachute. The main parachute shall be able to slow the rocket 

enough in order to have, upon impact, a kinetic energy of less than 75-ft-lbf. As a result, the Iris 

Ultra and the Classic Elliptical parachutes were selected as the main and drogue parachutes, 

respectively. 

 
Table 14: Parachute Trade Study. 

Vendor Parachute Type 

Descend Rate 

at Weight (f/s) Cd Cost 

Spherachutes 

Spherachutes (84-inch) 18.83 
1.5 

 

$120.00 

Spherachutes (18-inch) 87.87 $14.00 

Top Flight 

Recovery TFR Standard (84-inch) 26.21 0.75 $139.95 

Fruity Chutes 

 

Iris Ultra (84-inch) 

(Annular Parachute or 

Pull Down) 

15.55 

 

2.2 

 $345.00 

Fruity Chutes 

Classic Elliptical (18-

inch) 88.28 1.5 - 1.6 $53.00 
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From the table above, regarding the Cd of the parachutes in question, the Iris Ultra parachute 

has the highest value by a significant margin (value of 2.2). Additionally, as mentioned by the 

manufacturer, due to its high performance, a 72-inch Iris Ultra parachute performs just as well 

as a CFC-84 elliptical parachute. Similarly, the 84-inch Iris Ultra parachute outperforms 

parachutes of higher diameter. Moreover, the parachute’s lightweight and compactness permits 

to be fitted into a smaller enclosure in the rocket. The only and main drawback of this parachute 

is its cost. The other main contender, the Spherachute parachute, is a good option as well, but, 

compared to the Iris ultra, its performance is simply not as good. Furthermore, its descend rate 

at the rocket’s weight of 23.6-lbs is higher than the Iris Ultra with values of 18.83 and 15.55 

respectively. Other parachute types were also considered for this trade study, such as the Top 

Flight Recovery’s Crossfire and X-type parachutes, but they were dismissed due to the lack of 

information available.  

 

Regarding the drogue parachute, due to the unavailability of 18-inch sized Iris Ultra parachutes, 

the team considered the remaining options. With the Cd of 1.5-1.6, and the same excellent built 

quality of the Iris Ultra, the Classic Elliptical parachute was a clear selection. Even though its 

price is quite higher than the spherachutes option, the team decided that the material quality of 

the Fruity Chutes was reason enough to select their parachutes. 

Therefore, considering all the requirements and the performance of each parachutes, the Iris 

Ultra and the classical Elliptical parachutes were selected. 

 

Both of the parachutes selected consist of a nylon shroud. The main chute features a 0.25-inch 

bridle with a 1,000-lb swivel and the drogue chute a 0.5-inch bridle with no swivel. Connections 

between both chutes and the rocket are achieved using 1.0-inch tubular nylon webbing rated for 

a maximum dynamic loading of approximately 4,000-lbs. This harness diameter was selected as 

it exhibits a significant factor of safety and withstands the loads experienced during operation. 

The connections between each harness segment are achieved using 0.25-inch stainless steel 

quick links. The links and nylon weave are joined utilizing a figure eight follow through knot 

which is designed to tighten under deployment shock conditions. Thus ensuring a secure 

connection between each recovery subsystem component. 

3.8.4.2 Altimeters 

The recovery subsystem consists of two commercially available altimeters. One will act as the 

main altimeter and the other will act as a backup. Each altimeters will have a dedicated power 

source independent of any other electronic device present in the rocket. To prevent interference 

from other on-board electronic devices, the altimeters will have their own dedicated 

compartment. This compartment will be wrapped in tin foil to further protect the altimeters from 

radio frequency transmitting devices (gps) and magnetic wave producing devices. The Eclipse 

team will be using the StratoLoggerCF which features a sampling rate of 20 Hz. The 

StratoLoggerCF was selected after considering several alternatives. 
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Table 15: Altimeter Trade Study . 

Model Sampling Rate 

Altitude 

Limit 

Audibly reports 

peak altitude 

GPS 

Trackin

g Weight 

Price per 

Unit 

Strattologger 

CF 

20 

samples/secon

d 

100,000 ft 

MSL YES NO 0.45 oz $55 

Altus 

Telemetrum 

100 

samples/secon

d 

45,000 ft 

MSL NO YES 0.71 oz $321 

Entacore 

Aim 3 

10 

samples/secon

d 

38,615 ft 

MSL YES NO 0.62 oz $115 

 

 

As shown in the table above, the Altus Telemetrum has the highest sampling rate at 100 

samples per second while the Entacore Aim 3 has the lowest sampling rate of 10 samples per 

second. All altimeters are capable of reporting altitudes above the projected apogee of 5332 

feet. Although the Altus Telemetrum has the highest sampling rate, the Stratologger CF and 

Entacore Aim 3 audibly report peak altitude and have no GPS tracking, which enables them to 

function uninhibited and meet competition requirements. Compared to the Entacore Aim 3, the 

Stratologger CF is significantly lighter and cheaper, making it the most optimal altimeter.  

 

 
Figure 18: Stratologger CF. 
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3.8.4.3 Tracking Device 

The team will use an Ardupilot Mega to transmit the position of the launch vehicle to a ground 

receiver. The Ardupilot uses a 915 MHz radio and a ublox GPS module. It also features a 3-axis 

gyroscope and accelerometer that enables the system to monitor roll, pitch, and yaw motion of 

the vehicle. During flight, all telemetry data will be transmitted to a ground receiver where the 

data can be monitored and recorded.  

 

 
Figure 19: Ardupilot Mega. 

4 Safety  
Student Safety Officers  
As stated before in the proposal, the safety officer for the 2016-2017 UC Davis Rocket Club 

remains unchanged and is Andy Trang. The officer shall be responsible for the team’s safety 

during design, manufacturing, testing, and launch phases of the competition. In order to ensure 

each member on the team understands and operates in a safe and lawful manner, the safety 

officers has developed safety plans. These plans abide by the guidelines as set forth by both 

the National Association of Rocketry and the Federal Aviation Administration concerning high 

powered rocket safety and aerospace regulations, respectively. These plans remain unchanged 

since the proposal and are therefore not listed again.  

 
Safety Personnel Responsibilities  

For the duration of the competition and during both operational and development phases of the 

program the assigned NAR/TRA personnel and safety officer(s) shall perform duties in 

compliance with the NAR High Power Rocket Safety Code. These persons shall be responsible 

for enforcing and abiding by the following guidelines and requirements as prescribed in the NAR 

High Power Rocket Safety Code included in the previous proposal. Since the High Power 

Rocket Safety Code remains unchanged since the proposal, it is not listed again. The minimum 

safe distance at which is specified for all personnel within the vicinity of the launch site is shown 

below. This includes all spectators, student members, staff belonging to the launch site, and 

members of the media. Table 1 below specifies safe distances corresponding to the equivalent 

high power motor used. It is used as a reference within the NAR High Power Rocket Safety 

Code. 
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Table 16: Personnel Safety Minimum Distance Table. 

 
 

In addition to upholding the NAR High Power Rocket Safety Code, the safety officer for the 

2016-2017 UC Davis Rocket Club will fulfill the following responsibilities that remain unchanged 

in the proposal submitted previously. These include: abiding by the NAR High Power Rocket 

Safety Code, adhering to minimum safe distance table for personnel, following handling and 

storage plans defined by the safety officer for hazardous materials, abiding by safety guidelines 

set by campus facilities involved, following rules set forth by local launch sites used for test 

flights, notification and logging of work environment hazards, discerning of use or need for 

personnel protective equipment deemed necessary for safety of members involved, informing 

and awareness of federal, state, and local laws governing the use and function of unmanned 

aerospace vehicle, ensuring team understanding and durational understanding of federal 

aviation regulation codes, educating fellow team members on the federal code for commerce in 

explosives, maintaining the sharing of information of the National Fire Protection Agency 

(NFPA) Code for High Powered Rocketry, and finally ensuring that the Level III NAR Certified 

mentor is the sole individual responsible for all handling of rocket motors and energetic devices. 

These responsibilities were provided in the previously submitted proposal and are therefore not 

listed again in full detail.  
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4.1 Project Risks, Delays, and Understanding 

 
Demonstrate an understanding of all components needed to complete the project, and 
how risks/delays impact the project. 

 
The UC Davis Rocket Team is aware of the impact that risks can have on the project in its 

entirety. Without the analysis of such hazards, project deadlines and safety procedures cannot 

be properly addressed. Consequences of failing to understand project risks and delays can lead 

to personal injury, damage to property, failure to meet deadlines, loss of monetary valuables, or 

unsatisfactory mission objectives.  

 

4.2 Preliminary Assembly and Checklist 

 
Preflight and flight checklists were created to properly document launch operations and 

procedures. This shall allow the team to properly monitor safety measures and ensure the team 

follows procedure during preparations and launch activities. The preliminary checklist is as 

follows: 

 

Final Assembly (Pre-Flight Checklist)  

Payload Preparation 

❏ Inspect payload bay and electronics 

❏ Inspect all linkages including servomotor, actuator arms, and payload fins 

❏ Ensure sensors and control boards are placed securely in proper locations 

❏ Activate arduino boards and batteries 

❏ Check all connections 

 

Structures Preparation 

❏ Inspect nosecone, fuselage, and vehicle fins (main) for damage 

❏ Inspect payload fins for damage  

❏ Ensure payload bay is attached between airframe 2 and airframe 3  

❏ Insert threaded rod 

❏ Secure all nuts onto threaded rods 

 

Recovery System Preparation 

❏ Inspect drogue and main chutes for damage 

❏ Load and secure the 4 black powder ejection charges  

❏ Load and secure electronic matches 

❏ Fold chutes and cover with fireproof Nomex chute protector 

❏ Attach quick links: 

❏ Main chute 

❏ Drogue chute 

❏ Nosecone bulkhead 
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❏ Altimeter bay (2 points of attachment) 

❏ Booster section bulkhead 

❏ Load drogue chute 

❏ Check altimeter bay, test and inspect altimeters 

❏ Attach drogue chute to harness and harness to eye bolt of altimeter bay bulkhead 

❏ Load altimeter bay 

❏ Install shear pins 

❏ Attach main chute to harness and harness to eye bolt of altimeter bay bulkhead 

❏ Attach nosecone 

❏ Install shear pins 

❏ Arm altimeters 

  

Motor System Preparation 

❏ Verify proper motor size 

❏ Ensure motor is properly assembled 

❏ Install motor retention system 

 

Once the pre-flight checklist is complete, the rocket will enter the launch and flight phase. To 

ensure safety during launch, flight, and recovery of the rocket, the following checklist will be 

followed.  

 

Flight Checklist 

Before Launch  

❏ Obtain approval from event range safety officer or administration to set up pad 

❏ Transport rocket to launch pad 

❏ Secure rocket vertically to launch rails 

❏ Arm electronics 

❏ Insert and secure igniter in motor 

❏ Wrap igniter leads around alligator clips and ensure solid connection 

❏ Clear area 100 feet and move all personnel 300 feet from pad (for L-Class motor) 

❏ Verify weather conditions allow viable flight 

❏ Await clearance for launch 

 

Launch 

❏ Initiate countdown 

❏ Launch 

 

Recovery 

❏ Shut off recovery electronics and ejection charges 

❏ Shut off all electronic systems in payload 

❏ Recover rocket 
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4.3 Personnel Hazard Analysis  

 
The UC Davis Rocket Club is focused on developing team understanding of potential hazards to 

personnel, that if left unattended or uncontrolled, may lead to serious injury or illness. It is the 

responsibility of the team’s safety officer to initially inform all team members of potential hazards 

and to act as a continual source of reference to any uncertainty expressed by all student 

members and personnel involved in the construction, testing, and launching procedures of the 

competition.  

 
Safety is of high importance to the team. Potential hazards have been assessed and countered 

with preliminary mitigation plans shown below. In addition to these mitigation procedures, proper 

use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) will be used to further mitigate the risks and 

hazards that may be inflicted onto personnel and team members. Material Safety Data Sheets 

(MSDS) will be reviewed prior to use of each material mentioned below. All hazards analyzed 

also include likelihood, severity, cause of hazard, and resulting effect.  

 
Likelihood is defined as follows:  
 

● High - likely to occur immediately  

● Medium - may occur in time 

● Low - unlikely to occur 
 
Severity is defined as follows:  
 

● High - Permanent injury or illness to personnel. Death, loss, or grave damage.  

● Medium - Moderate injury, illness, or damage to personnel.  

● Low - Minor injury, illness, or damage to personnel.  

 
Dust masks and respirators serve to protect lungs from irritation or damage. Dust masks do not 

always provide sufficient protection especially for oil particles. These particles may include 

cutting fluids, liquid binding agents, or lubricants. For high-volume cutting, dust masks cannot be 

used, even without oil particles. Instead, a respirator with at least a filter efficiency of 95% is to 

be used.   

 
Series of respirators:  
 

● N - not resistant to oil 

● R - resistant to oil 

● P - oil proof  

 

Filter Efficiency (where N is the series type): 

 

● N95 - 95%  

● N100 - 99.97%  
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Table 17: Personnel Hazards. 

Hazard Likelihood  Severity  Cause  Resulting 
Effect 

Preliminary 
Mitigation 
Procedure 

Inhalation of 
epoxy vapor 

Medium High Improper 
ventilation. 
Failure to 
use fume 
hood. 
Misuse or 
failure to 
wear 
respirator. 

Irritation of 

lungs. 

Inflammation 

of respiratory 

tract. 

Breathing 

difficulties.  

Wear respirator of 
at least P95 rating. 
Use fume hood to 
evacuate all 
vapors. Review 
MSDS of material 
prior to use.  
 
 

Manufacturin
g machines 
(mill, lathe, 
drill press, 
etc.)  

Medium High Failure to 
exercise 
safety 
procedures 
of 
manufacturin
g tool or 
laboratory.  

Bruises, cuts, 
tearing, 
peeling of 
skin.  

Safety training 
required by 
campus 
laboratories. 
Specific tools 
require special 
training.  

Sharp edges  Medium Medium Lack of 
protective 
gloves. 
Improper 
attire. 

Skin 
altercations, 
cuts, tearing 
of skin.  

Deburr all sharp 
edges while 
manufacturing. 
Handle all 
workpieces and 
tools with care. 
Use protective 
gloves. Abide by 
safety attire (long 
pants, safety 
glasses, etc.) 

Dropping 
heavy objects 

Medium  Medium Improper 
grip or 
handling. 
Lack of 
protective 
gloves. High 
placement of 
heavy 
object.   

Broken feet or 
toes.  

Wear closed toed 
shoes, steel-toe 
boots highly 
suggested. Wear 
protective gloves 
that allow for 
better grip. Move 
lighter tools to 
heavy object to 
minimize lifting. 
Place heavy 
objects as close to 
floor as possible.   
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Inhalation of 
carbon fiber 
dust  

Medium Medium Lack of 
protective 
respirator. 
Poor fit of 
respiratory. 
Respirator 
filter in need 
of 
replacement.  

Irritate lungs  Wear respirator of 
at least P95 rating. 
Use fume hood. 
Minimize use of 
high-speed cutting 
equipment when 
possible. Review 
MSDS of material 
prior to use. 

Inhalation of 
wood 
particles or 
saw dust 

Medium Low Lack of 
protective 
respirator. 
Poor fit of 
respiratory. 
Respirator 
filter in need 
of 
replacement.  

Irritate lungs  Wear dust mask 
for low-volume 
cutting, or 
respirator of at 
least N95 rating 
for high-volume 
cutting.  

Physical 
contact with 
fine dust 

Medium Low Lack of 
protective 
gloves or 
laboratory 
safety attire.  

Skin 
inflammation, 
irritation. 

Wear thin surgical 
gloves to keep 
dust off skin. 
Wash skin with 
cold water, not 
warm or hot water 
to avoid opening 
pores and making 
irritation worse. 

Physical 
contact with 
epoxy resin 

Medium Low Lack of 
protective 
gloves or 
laboratory 
safety attire.  

Skin 
inflammation, 
irritation. 

Wear thin surgical 
gloves to keep 
resin off skin. 
Wash skin with 
cold water, not 
warm or hot water.  

 

To further increase safety of all student members of the team, routine mandatory safety 

briefings are required in addition to enforcing strict safety regulations. An extension to the 

identification and countermeasures listed in the table above is the requirement that all key 

members attend an annual general safety training session provided by the UC Davis College of 

Engineering as necessary for all laboratory work on campus. The training has been completed 

by all key members of the team for the current academic year. This training included the 

following: 

 
I. Injury and Illness Prevention Plans (IIPP) 

A. General contents of department IIPPs. 

B. The right to ask any question, or report any safety hazards, either directly or 

anonymously without fear of reprisal. 
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C. Location of departmental safety bulletins and required safety postings. 

D. Reporting safety concerns. 

E. Accessing the department safety coordinator.  

F. Reporting occupational injuries and illnesses. 

 
II. Hazard Communication Training  

A. Potential occupational hazards in the work area associated with job assignment  

B. Location and availability of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS). 

C. Hazards of any chemicals to which the user may be exposed, and the user’s right to the 

information contained on MSDSs for those chemicals.  

 

III. Emergency Action Plan (EAP) 

A. Emergency escape routes and procedures and Emergency Assembly Area (EAA)  

B. How to report a fire and other emergencies. 

C. Names or regular job titles of persons to be contacted for further information.  

 

IV. Guidelines for Chemical Spill Control and Waste Disposal 

A. Proper response procedures for chemical spills. 

B. Proper approach to chemical waste disposal.  

 

A full list of topics can be found on page 12 of the following document from the Injury and Illness 

Prevention Program: [http://mae.ucdavis.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/MAE-IIPP-AY1415-

FINAL.pdf] 

 

4.4 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) 

 
The UC Davis Rocket Team has identified possible risks and situations that may cause 

deviation from mission criteria during the rocket’s flight. Potential failure modes have also been 

analyzed should a risk event occur. The relative impact of each hazard has been assessed for 

the proposed design of the rocket, payload, payload integration, launch-support equipment, and 

launch operations.  

 

Likelihood is defined as follows:  

 

● High - likely to occur  

● Medium - may occur 

● Low - unlikely to occur 

 

Severity is defined as follows: 

 

● High - Permanent damage to rocket/payload 

● Medium - Mission objectives unobtainable 

● Low - Mission objectives still obtainable 
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Table 18: Vehicle integration and flight hazards. 

Hazard Likelihood  Severity  Cause  Resulting 
Effect 

Preliminary 
Mitigation Procedure 

Drogue 
chute 
doesn’t 
deploy  

Medium High Failed 
ejection 
charges, 
altimeter not 
working as 
intended, 
entangled 
cords and 
wires.  

Ballistic 
nature of 
vehicle may 
lead to 
injury, 
property 
damage, or 
loss of 
vehicle. 

Fold and pack drogue 
chute carefully into 
drogue bay. Perform 
ejection tests to 
ensure correct 
deployment of chute. 
Ensure required 
amount of ejection 
charges are correct.  

Entanglem
ent of 
chutes  

Medium High Poor wire 
managemen
t. Improper 
packing 
procedure.  

Rocket will 
not slow 
down to 
safe speed 
resulting in 
an immense 
impact 
force. 

Proper procedure for 
folding and packing 
chutes to prevent 
entanglement will be 
developed and 
exercised during 
vehicle integration 
prior to launch  

Altimeter 
fails to arm  

Medium Medium Improper 
setup.  

Vehicle will 
not be able 
to sense 
outside 
atmospheric 
pressure 
and 
recovery 
system will 
not correctly 
deploy.  

Check for proper 
arming and signal 
transmission prior to 
launch 

Fins break 
off 

Low High Inadequate 
testing of fin 
reliability or 
securing.  

Fin descent 
at unsafe 
speeds. 
Property 
damage, 
injury, loss 
of vehicle.  

Attach fins securely to 
withstand calculated 
anticipated stresses 
during launch and 
flight. 
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Bulkhead 

failure 

Low High Bulkhead 
not fitted 
properly. 
(Probably 
poor 
adapters) 

Vehicle 
airframe 
loses 
structural 
rigidity 

Use sturdy material 
(closed eye bolts) 

Center of 
mass is off 

Low Medium Rocket 
internal 
components 
and parts 
are not 
properly 
constrained  

Forces will 
not be 
applied 
properly and 
there will be 
unwanted 
torque and 
angular 
momentum. 

Use software 
simulations during 
design phase and prior 
to launch to accurately 
place coefficient of 
moment in desired 
position. 

Ejection 
charges 
fail 

Low  High Moisture 
build up may 
have 
reduced 
potency of 
black 
powder 
ejection 
charges.  

Chutes do 
not deploy. 
Injury, 
damage to 
property, 
loss of 
vehicle.  

Extensive testing of 
black powder charges 
during build phase as 
well as checking 
electrical matches are 
connected properly 
prior to flight. 

Ignition 
charges 
fail 

Low  Low Obstructed  
contact 
between 
ignition 
charges and 
motor 
charge. 
Launch clips 
not 
connected 
properly.  

Rocket will 
not launch 
or might 
result in 
stall. Might 
damage 
rocket 
exhaust.  

Ensure connection to 
electrical matches and 
launch operator is 
secure 

Rocket 
explodes 
midflight 

Low High Motor 
improperly 
mounted. 
Static build 
up leading to 
ignited 
ejection 
charges of 
black 
powder.  

Loss of 
vehicle, 
damage to 
property, 
injury.   

Ensure use of NAR 
certified motors only. 
Properly handle motor 
and ejection charges. 
Extensive setup, 
integration, and launch 
procedures will be 
developed to minimize 
risk of total loss of 
vehicle.  
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Shear pins 
don’t 
break off 

Low High Shear pins 
installed 
incorrectly. 
Shear pins 
used were 
not plastic 
and were 
not able to 
shear 
properly.  
 

Parachutes 
cannot fully 
deploy 
leading to 
loss of 
vehicle, or 
damage to 
property.  

Testing-during build 
phase to validate 
proper amount of 
ejection charges to 
successfully break 
pins  

Chute 
melts 

Low High Vehicle 
overheats 
and 
parachute 
material 
unable to 
withstand 
heat and 
drag. Chute 
was not 
inserted into 
a Nomex 
chute 
protector 
properly.  

Parachute 
will not 
open. Loss 
of vehicle. 
Difficulties 
in safe 
recovery.   

Include more than 
enough wadding in 
chute bay to isolate 
from hot exhaust of 
charges/motors. Insert 
chute into Nomex 
protector.  

Batteries 
on board 
do not 
power 
electronics 

Low High Failure to 
fully charge 
batteries 
prior to 
launch. 
Shortened 
battery life.  

Vehicle no 
longer has 
power 
distribution 
to its 
electronics. 
Payload 
cannot 
operate. 

Testing during build 
phase to ensure 
necessary amount of 
batteries to power all 
electronics. Check  

Electrical 
wires short 

Low High Circuit 
shorted. 
Resistance 
of conductor 
was not high 
enough.  

Pose risk to 
fire and 
damage to 
vehicle    

Check proper 
connection of all wiring 
during build and again 
during vehicle 
integration prior to 
launch 

Malfunctio
ning 
transmitter 

Low High Chemical 
and 
environment
al 
incompatibili

Signals and 
electromagn
etic waves 
will not be 
communicat

Check for proper 
signal transmission 
during vehicle 
integration. 
Replacement ready to 
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ty. Electrical 
interference, 
shock and 
vibration.  

ed back to 
the 
controller.   

be used if needed. 

Payload 
bay 
decouples 

Low High Nuts or 
threaded 
rods not 
secured 
mounted 
properly. 

Payload pay 
detaches 
from the 
other 
airframes 
resulting in 
loss of 
vehicle or 
payload. 
Injury or 
property 
damage.  

Ensure thread rods are 
aligned correctly with 
payload bay and 
airframes. Tighten 
bolts or nuts to correct 
lb. force. Select for 
reliable threaded rods.  

 

 

4.5 Environmental Concerns and Hazards  

 
A similar set of risks related to the environment and its correlated impact on the vehicle as well 

as the vehicle’s impact on the environment have been identified.  

 
Table 19: Environmental Concerns and Hazards. 

Hazard Likelihood  Severity  Effect on 
Environment 

Effect on 
Vehicle 

Preliminary 
Mitigation 
Procedure 

Aircraft 
Strike 

Low High Destruction or 
damage to 
aircraft. 
Startling of 
pilots.  

Destruction 

or damage 

to vehicle.  

Check overhead for 
possible aircraft.  

Wind 
speed in 
excess of 
20 mph 

Medium High Minimal effect 
on direct 
environment  

Change 

intended 

trajectory of 

vehicle 

Launch to be 
postponed until 
further notice (as 
per NAR Safety 
code) 
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Brush fire Low High Destruction of 
crops, homes, 
personal 
property. Injury 
to nearby 
public. 

Destruction 
or damage 
to vehicle. 
Loss of 
vehicle 
components 
due to fire.  

Following proper 
procedures for 
motor handling. 
Have fire protection 
equipment and train 
personnel on sight.  

Bird strike Low Medium Destruction or 
injury to fowl 

Change in 
intended 
trajectory. 
Damage to 
vehicle.  

Check overhead for 
possible fowl 

Cloud 
cover at 
launch site 

Medium Low Minimal effect 
on direct 
environment.  

Hinders 
process of 
recovery. 

If obscured visibility, 
launch with caution 
to avoid overhead 
aircraft and flying 
fowl 

Rain Low Low Minimal effect 
on direct 
environment. 

Damage to 
non-water 
resistant 
vehicle 
components  

Launch to be 
postponed until 
further notice (as 
per NAR Safety 
code) 

 

4.6 Associated Project Risks 

 

Risks associated with the project can have an impact on the safety of the launch vehicle and all 

personnel involved. The UC Davis Rocket Team has identified the major risks that can lead to 

undesired consequences.  

 

Table 20: Associated Project Risks. 

Risk Likelihood Impact Level/ 
Consequences 

Mitigation 
Procedure 

Resolution/Av
oid  

Budget  Medium  Medium. 
Must compromise 

with the 

resources, 

materials, and 

labour 

We can design 

own rocket 

template and 

outline, 

simultaneously 

making our 

rocket more 

Have sponsors 
and choose 
budget smart 
materials  
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customizable.  

 

Time  Low  Medium. 
Might not be able 
to stick to scope 
statement 

Decompose our 
tasks and work 
on dependencies 
separately 

Start early and 
meet all 
deadlines 

Failed 
Perceptions/Inac
curate 
predictions  

Low  Medium. 
Vehicle 
mechanical 
failures. 

Reflect on 
inadequacies 
and adjust 
priorities   

Run more 
trials and do 
not make too 
many changes 
to the criteria 
during tests 

Resources  Medium  Medium. 
Team will not be 
able to secure 
sufficient 
resources for 
project. 

Create a single 
resource pool 
across all 
projects.  This 
will provide better 
visibility and 
accuracy of 
resource 
utilization and 
availability. 
 

Prioritize 
resources, get 
more funding 
and have a 
plan B 
materials list  

Performance 
Problems  

Medium  Medium. 
 
Unable to achieve 
objective. 

Collaboration 
increases 
productivity. 
More team 
members will 
provide feedback 
and suggestions 
for improvement  

Incorporate 
tracking 
reports and 
implement 
forecasting 
strategy  
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5 Project Plan 

 
Figure 20: Gantt Chart. 
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5.1 Requirements Compliance 

5.1.1 USLI Requirements Compliance 

 
Table 21: Vehicle Requirements Compliance. 

Requirement Type of Verification Verification Plan 

1.1. The vehicle shall deliver 
the science or engineering 
payload to an apogee altitude 
of 5,280 feet 
above ground level (AGL). 

Analysis Analysis of the flight through 
Openrocket simulation shall 
conclude that the vehicle will 
carry the payload to an 
apogee altitude of 5,280 ft. 

1.2. The vehicle shall carry 
one commercially available, 
barometric altimeter for 
recording the official 
altitude used in determining 
the altitude award winner. 

Inspection By inspection ,the altimeter 
will be fastened to ensure it is 
inside the rocket. 

1.2.1. The official scoring 
altimeter shall report the 
official competition altitude 
via a series 
of beeps to be checked after 
the competition flight. 

Test The altimeter shall be tested 
to see if it can produce 
audible beeps to determine 
its maximum altitude during a 
trip. 

1.2.2. 
Teams may have additional 
altimeters to control vehicle 
electronics and payload 
experiment(s). 

Inspection Additional altimeters may be 
present in the payload. 

1.2.3. 
At the LRR, a NASA official 
will mark the altimeter that 
will be used for the official 
scoring. 
 
 
 

Inspection Eclipse will ensure that the 
main altimeter used for 
scoring will be marked 
through inspection at the 
Launch Readiness Review. 

1.2.4. At the launch field, a 
NASA official will obtain the 
altitude by listening to the 
audible beeps reported by the 
official competition, marked 

Test The altimeter shall be tested 
to see if it can produce 
audible beeps to determine 
its maximum altitude during a 
trip. 
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altimeter. 

1.2.5. At the launch field, to 
aid in determination of the 
vehicle’s apogee, all audible 
electronics, except for the 
official altitude-determining 
altimeter shall be capable of 
being turned off. 

Inspection Inspection of the final rocket 
design will conclude that all 
other audible electronics shall 
be able to be turned off. 

1.2.6. The following 
circumstances will warrant a 
score of zero for the altitude 
portion of the competition: 

Inspection Inspections of each of the 
circumstances for the altitude 
portion of the competition. 

1.2.6.1. The official, marked 
altimeter is damaged and/or 
does not report and altitude 
via a series of beeps after the 
team’s competition flight. 

Test A test of the altimeter during 
the full-scale launch will 
determine if the altimeter 
shall not be damaged during 
flight and create audible 
beeps upon recovery. 

1.2.6.2. The team does not 
report to the NASA official 
designated to record the 
altitude with their official, 
marked altimeter on the day 
of the launch. 
 

Demonstration Eclipse shall assign a person 
to report altitude to the 
designated NASA official. 

1.2.6.3. The altimeter reports 
an apogee altitude over 5,600 
feet AGL. 

Test The test launch of the full-
scale vehicle shall determine 
the apogee of the rocket 
during flight to see if it is 
under 5,600 AGL. 

1.2.6.4. The rocket is not 
flown at the competition 
launch site. 
 

Test The rocket shall be recovered 
during the full-scale launch 
and shall be reusable. 

1.3. All recovery electronics 
shall be powered by 
commercially available 
batteries. 

Inspection Inspection of the rocket will 
conclude if all recovery 
electronics are powered by 
commercially available 
batteries. 

1.4. The launch vehicle shall 
be designed to be 
recoverable and reusable. 
Reusable is defined as being 

Inspection/Test Eclipse shall perform a full-
scale demonstration flight to 
demonstrate the vehicle’s 
reusability. 
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able to launch again on the 
same day without repairs or 
modifications. 

1.5. The launch vehicle shall 
have a maximum of four (4) 
independent sections. An 
independent 
section is defined as a 
section that is either tethered 
to the main vehicle or is 
recovered separately from 
the main vehicle using its 
own parachute. 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design on 
Openrocket to make sure that 
there is a maximum of four 
independent sections. 

1.6. The launch vehicle shall 
be limited to a single stage. 

Test Eclipse shall perform a full-
scale demonstration flight to 
demonstrate that the vehicle 
only has one stage. 

1.7. The launch vehicle shall 
be capable of being prepared 
for flight at the launch site 
within 4 hours, 
from the time the Federal 
Aviation Administration flight 
waiver opens. 
 
 
 

Demonstration Eclipse will ensure that our 
vehicle will be ready for flight 
on launch day. 

1.8. The launch vehicle shall 
be capable of remaining in 
launch 
-ready configuration at the 
pad for a 
minimum of 1 hour without 
losing the functionality of any 
critical on-board component. 

Test Eclipse shall perform a full-
scale demonstration flight to 
ensure the vehicle’s ability to 
remain in launch-ready 
position for a minimum of one 
hour. 

1.9. The launch vehicle shall 
be capable of being launched 
by a standard 12 volt direct 
current firing 
system. The firing system will 
be provided by the NASA-
designated Range Services 
Provider. 

Analysis/Test Eclipse shall perform a full-
scale demonstration flight to 
ensure the capability of being 
launched by a standard 12 
volt direct current firing 
system. 

1.10. The launch vehicle shall 
require no external circuitry or 

Inspection Eclipse will inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
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special ground support 
equipment to initiate launch 
(other than what is provided 
by Range Services). 

Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle requires no external 
circuitry or special equipment 
to initiate launch. 

 

1.11. The launch vehicle shall 
use a commercially available 
solid motor propulsion system 
using ammonium perchlorate 
composite propellant (APCP) 
which is approved and 
certified by the National 
Association of Rocketry 
(NAR), Tripoli Rocketry 
Association (TRA), and/or the 
Canadian Association 
of Rocketry (CAR). 
 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket and ensure that the 
motor is compliant with the 
USLI requirements. 

1.11.1. Final motor choices 
must be made by the Critical 
Design Review (CDR). 

Inspection Eclipse shall make the 
concluding motor choices by 
the Critical Design Review. 

1.11.2. Any motor changes 
after CDR must be approved 
by the NASA Range Safety 
Officer (RSO), 
and will only be approved if 
the change is for the sole 
purpose of increasing the 
safety margin. 

Inspection Eclipse shall notify the NASA 
Range Safety Officer if there 
are any motor changes that 
increases the safety margin. 

1.12. Pressure vessels 
on the vehicle shall be 
approved by the RSO and 
shall meet the following 
criteria: 

Inspection Inspections of the criterias of 
the pressure vessels on the 
vehicle. 

1.12.1. The minimum factor 
of safety (Burst or Ultimate 
pressure versus Max 
Expected Operating 
Pressure) shall be 4:1 with 
supporting design 
documentation included in all 
milestone reviews. 

Analysis Analysis through hand 
calculations will determine 
the minimum factor of safety 
to be 4:1. 

1.12.2. The low-cycle fatigue 
life shall be a minimum of 4:1. 

Analysis By geometric analysis, the 
low-cycle fatigue life shall be 
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determined to be minimum of 
4:1. 

1.12.3. Each pressure vessel 
shall include a solenoid 
pressure relief valve that 
sees the full pressure of the 
tank. 

Inspection Inspection of the rocket will 
make sure each pressure 
vessel include a solenoid 
pressure relief valve. 

1.12.4. Full pedigree of the 
tank shall be described, 
including the application for 
which the tank was designed, 
and the history of the tank, 
including the number of 
pressure cycles put on the 
tank, by whom, and when. 

Inspection Full inspection of the tank will 
be made through Open 
Rocket including the 
application for the tank, the 
history of the tank, and the 
number of pressure cycles 
put on the tank. 

1.13. The total impulse 
provided by a Middle and/or 
High School launch vehicle 
shall not exceed 5,120 
Newton-seconds (L-class). 

Inspection Eclipse shall perform 
inspection on the vehicle’s 
design to ensure, the motor is 
classified as L-class. 

1.14. The launch vehicle shall 
have a minimum static 
stability margin of 2.0 at the 
point of rail exit. 

Analysis Eclipse shall perform 
geometric and simulation 
analysis to ensure that the 
static margin is at least 2 at 
launch. 

1.15. The launch vehicle shall 
accelerate to a minimum 
velocity of 52 fps at rail exit. 

Analysis Eclipse shall perform 
simulation analysis to ensure 
the launch rail speed is at 
least 52 fps. 

1.16. All teams shall 
successfully launch and 
recover a subscale model of 
their rocket prior to CDR. 

Test Eclipse shall perform a full-
scale demonstration flight to 
ensure the vehicle’s flight 
readiness and reusability. 

1.16.1. The subscale model 
should resemble and perform 
as similarly as possible to the 
full-scale model, however, the 
full -scale shall not be used 
as the subscale model. 
 

Demonstration Eclipse shall perform a test 
flight with a subscale model 
that resembles the full-scale 
model. 

1.16.2. The subscale model Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
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shall 
carry an altimeter capable of 
reporting the model’s apogee 
altitude. 

vehicle to make sure that it is 
carrying an altimeter. 

1.17. All teams shall 
successfully launch and 
recover their full-scale rocket 
prior to FRR in its final flight 
configuration. The rocket 
flown at FRR must be the 
same rocket to be flown on 
launch day. 
 

Test Eclipse shall perform a full-
scale demonstration flight in 
the vehicle’s final flight 
configuration to ensure the 
vehicle’s ability to launch on 
launch day. 

1.17.1. The vehicle and 
recovery system shall have 
functioned as designed. 

Demonstration Demonstration of final test 
launch of full-scale rocket at 
Snow Ranch including all 
final components including 
working recovery systems 

1.17.2. The payload does not 
have to be flown during the 
full-scale test flight. The 
following requirements still 
apply: 

Inspection Eclipse shall ensure that the 
full-scale test flight is 
compliant with all the 
requirements. 

1.17.2.1. If the payload is not 
flown, mass simulators shall 
be used to simulate the 
payload mass. 

Demonstration Mock payload with similar 
weight distribution 
characteristics will be used 
during the demonstration. 

1.17.2.1.1. The mass 
simulators shall be located in 
the same approximate 
location on the rocket as the 
missing payload mass. 

Inspection Eclipse will inspect the 
vehicle to ensure the mock 
payload is attached in the 
same location as the final 
payload. 

1.17.3. If the payload 
changes the external 
surfaces of the rocket (such 
as with camera housings 
Or external probes) or 
manages the total energy of 
the vehicle, those systems 
shall be active 
during the full-scale 
demonstration flight. 

Inspection/Demonstration   Eclipse will use the payload 
during flight since it changes 
energy. 

1.17.4. The full-scale motor 
does not have to be flown 

Inspection/Demonstration Eclipse will use the full-scale 
motor during the full-scale 
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during the full-scale test flight. 
However, it is recommended 
that the full-scale motor be 
used to demonstrate full flight 
readiness and altitude 
verification. If the full-scale 
motor is not flown during the 
full-scale flight, it is desired 
that the motor simulate, as 
closely as possible, the 
predicted maximum velocity 
and maximum acceleration of 
the launch day flight. 

test flight to test the full flight 
readiness and altitude 
verification. 

1.17.5. The vehicle shall be 
flown in its fully ballasted 
configuration during the full-
scale test flight. Fully 
ballasted refers to the same 
amount of ballast that will be 
flown during the launch day 
flight. 

Test Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle used in the full-scale 
test flight to ensure that it is in 
its fully ballasted 
configuration. 

 

1.17.6. After successfully 
completing the full-scale 
demonstration flight, the 
launch vehicle or any of its 
components shall not be 
modified without the 
concurrence of the NASA 
Range Safety Officer (RSO). 

Inspection Eclipse shall notify the NASA 
Range Safety Officer if any 
modifications need to be 
made after the FRR flight. 
 
. 

1.17.7. Full scale flights must 
be completed by the start of 
FRRs (March 6, 2016). If the 
Student Launch office 
determines that a re-flight is 
necessary, than an extension 
to March 24, 2016 will be 
granted. This extension is 
only valid for re-flights; not 
first time flights. 

Test Eclipse shall perform a full-
scale demonstration flight 
prior to March 6, 2016. 

1.18. Any structural 
protuberance on the rocket 
shall be located aft of the 
burnout center of gravity. 

Analysis Analysis of cg of vehicle at 
motor burnout will determine 
if structural perturbation is aft 

1.19. Vehicle Prohibitions  Inspection Inspections of each of the 
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vehicle prohibitions 

1.19.1. The launch vehicle 
shall not utilize forward 
canards. 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle will not utilize forward 
canards. 

1.19.2. The launch vehicle 
shall not utilize forward firing 
motors. 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle shall not utilize 
forward firing motors. 
  

1.19.3. The launch vehicle 
shall not utilize motors that 
expel tita 
nium sponges (Sparky, 
Skidmark, 
MetalStorm, etc.) 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle shall not utilize 
motors that expel tita 
nium sponges (Sparky, 
Skidmark, 
MetalStorm, etc.) 
 

1.19.4. The launch vehicle 
shall not utilize hybrid motors. 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle shall not utilize hybrid 
motors. 

1.19.5. The launch vehicle 
shall not utilize a cluster of 
motors. 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle shall not utilize a 
cluster of motors. 

1.19.6. The launch vehicle 
shall not utilize friction fitting 
for motors. 

Inspection Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle shall not utilize friction 
fitting for motors. 
 

1.19.7. The launch vehicle 
shall not exceed Mach 1 at 
any point during flight. 

Analysis Eclipse shall inspect the 
vehicle’s design in Open 
Rocket to ensure that the 
vehicle shall not exceed 
Mach 1 

1.19.8. Vehicle ballast shall Analysis Open Rocket Analysis of 
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not exceed 10% of the total 
weight of the rocket. 

counter weight affecting c.g. 
and total weight in general for 
ballast. 

 

 
Table 22: Payload Requirements Compliance. 

Requirement Type of Verification Verification Plan 

3.3.1. Teams shall design a 
system capable of controlling 
launch vehicle roll post motor 
burnout. 

Inspection Eclipse shall program mission 
phases for various operation 
stages during vehicle flight. 

3.3.1.1. The systems shall 
first induce at least two 
rotations around the roll axis 
of the launch vehicle. 

Inspection Eclipse shall program the 
payload to command and 
perform at least two rotations. 

3.3.1.2. After the system has 
induced two rotations, it must 
induce a counter rolling 
moment to halt all rolling 
motion for the remainder of 
launch vehicle ascent. 

Inspection Eclipse shall program the 
payload to detect the initial 
roll state and return to the roll 
state once rotations are 
completed. 

3.3.1.3. Teams shall provide 
proof of controlled roll and 
successful counter roll. 

Inspection Eclipse shall collect and 
record measurements made 
from the on-board payload 
sensors. 

3.3.2. Teams shall not 
intentionally design a launch 
vehicle with a fixed geometry 
that can create a passive roll 
effect. 

Inspection Eclipse shall design devices 
to have a non-rolling zero 
state. 

3.3.3. Teams shall only use 
mechanical devices for rolling 
procedures.  

Inspection Eclipse shall ensure devices 
are all mechanical in nature. 
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Table 23: General Requirements Compliance . 

Requirement Type of Verification Verification Plan 

5.1. Students on the team 
shall do 100% of the project, 
including design, 
construction, written 
reports,presentations, and 
flight preparation with the 
exception of assembling the 
motors and handling black 
powder or any variant of 
ejection charges, or preparing 
and installing electric 
matches (to be done by the 
team’s mentor). 

Inspection Eclipse members shall do 
100% of the project excluding 
the assembly of the motors, 
handling black powder, and 
preparing and installing 
electric matches which will be 
done by the Eclipse’s mentor. 

5.2. The team shall provide 
and maintain a project plan to 
include, but not limited to the 
following items: project 
milestones, budget and 
community support, 
checklists, personnel 
assigned, educational 
engagement events, and 
risks and mitigations. 

Inspection Eclipse shall provide and 
maintain a project plan that 
includes all the necessary 
items. 

5.3. Foreign National (FN) 
team members shall be 
identified by the Preliminary 
Design Review (PDR) and 
may or may not have access 
to certain activities during 
launch week due to security 
restrictions. In addition, FN’s 
may be separated from their 
team during these activities. 

Inspection Eclipse shall identify all 
Foreign National team 
members in the PDR. 

5.4. The team shall identify all 
team members attending 
launch week activities by the 
Critical Design Review 
(CDR). Team members shall 
include: 

Inspection Eclipse shall identify all the 
team members attending 
launch week week activities 
by the CDR. 

5.4.1. Students actively 
engaged in the project 
throughout the entire year. 

Inspection Eclipse shall make sure 
everyone in the team is 
actively engaged throughout 
the entire project. 
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5.4.2. One mentor (see 
requirement 4.4). 

Inspection Eclipse shall make sure that 
our mentor is present for 
launch week activities. 

5.4.3. No more than two adult 
educators. 

Inspection Eclipse shall ensure there’s 
no more than two adult 
educators.  

5.5. The team shall engage a 
minimum of 200 participants 
in educational, hands-on 
science, technology, 
engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) 
activities, as defined in the 
Educational Engagement 
Activity Report, by FRR. An 
educational engagement 
activity report shall be 
completed and submitted 
within two weeks after 
completion of an event. A 
sample of the educational 
engagement activity report 
can be found on page 28 of 
the handbook. 

Inspection Eclipse shall ensure that we 
accumulate 200 participants 
in educational or STEM 
activities and complete the 
activity report within two 
weeks of an event. 

5.6. The team shall develop 
and host a Web site for 
project documentation. 

Inspection Eclipse shall create a website 
for project documentation. 

5.7. Teams shall post, and 
make available for download, 
the required deliverables to 
the team Web site by the due 
dates specified in the project 
timeline. 

Inspection Eclipse shall post the 
required deliverables to the 
team website by the specified 
due dates. 

5.8. All deliverables must be 
in PDF format. 

Inspection Eclipse shall ensure all the 
deliverables in PDF format. 

5.9. In every report, teams 
shall provide a table of 
contents including major 
sections and their respective 
sub-sections. 

Inspection Eclipse shall provide a table 
of contents. 

5.10. In every report, the 
team shall include the page 
number at the bottom of the 
page. 

Inspection Eclipse shall ensure that 
every report includes a page 
number at the bottom of the 
page. 
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5.11. The team shall provide 
any computer equipment 
necessary to perform a video 
teleconference with the 
review board. This includes, 
but not limited to, a computer 
system, video camera, 
speaker telephone, and a 
broadband Internet 
connection. If possible, the 
team shall refrain from use of 
cellular phones as a means 
of speakerphone capability. 

Inspection Eclipse shall ensure that a 
video teleconference with the 
review board can be made 
without any technical 
difficulties. 

5.12. All teams will be 
required to use the launch 
pads provided by Student 
Launch’s launch service 
provider. No custom pads will 
be permitted on the launch 
field. Launch services will 
have 8 ft. 1010 rails, and 8 
and 12 ft. 1515 rails available 
for use. 

Inspection Eclipse will ensure that the 
vehicle is designed to work 
with the launch pads provided 
by Student Launch’s launch 
service provider. 

5.13. Teams must implement 
the Architectural and 
Transportation Barriers 
Compliance Board Electronic 
and Information Technology 
(EIT) Accessibility Standards 
(36 CFR Part 1194) 
Subpart B-Technical 
Standards 
(http://www.section508.gov): 
§1194.21 Software 
applications and operating 
systems.§1194.22 Web-
based intranet and Internet 
information and applications. 

Inspection Eclipse shall implement the 
Architectural and 
Transportation Barriers 
Compliance Board Electronic 
and Information Technology 
(EIT) Accessibility Standards. 
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Table 24: Eclipse Requirements. 

Team Derived 
Requirements: 

Type of Verification: Verification Plan: Reasoning: 

The vehicle fins 
shall be at least 
0.187” thick. 

Analysis Analysis using CAD 
and Openrocket 
software 

For structural stability 
against fin flutter and 
failure. 

The distance 
between the cg and 
cp is at least twice 
the diameter of the 
rocket. 

Analysis  Openrocket 
simulation calculation 
and balance test. 

Flight stability, to 
make sure there’s 
restoring force. 

The vehicle motor 
shall have a total 
impulse of no more 
than 
5120 N-s. 

Inspection  Research on motor 
parameters shall be 
conducted to ensure 
requirement is met. 

To reach the required 
altitude, the motor is 
L class. 

The full-scale 
vehicle budget shall 
not exceed $3,000 
including payload. 

Inspection Cost of all necessary 
components shall be 
obtained. 

 Failure mitigation 
plan for reduction in 
funding from Space 
Grant and ensuring 
lower cost than 
previous design. 

The vehicle shall be 
manufacturable in 
EFL or Smart Lab 
and shell must be 
manufacturable by 
outside sources. 

Inspection  Inspection of all 
components with 
process plan for 
manufacturing shall 
be cross-referenced 
with available 
resources. 

 Rocket must be 
manufacturable in 
order to be created. 
In-house components 
shall be fabricated in 
EFL or Smart Lab. 

Factor of Safety 
shall be at between 
1.1 and 1.5 for all 
major components. 

Analysis  Structural analysis of 
the main components 
including finite 
elements analysis 
shall determine if 
major components 
shall fail. 

FOS is the ratio of the 
allowable strength 
and the applied 
stress, the allowable 
strength has to be 
greater than the 
applied stress so it 
doesn’t fail. Vehicle 
must be flyable. 

Vehicle frame have 
0 cracks or fractures 
due to black powder 
charges. 

Analysis/Test  Analysis of the 
airframe structure 
from force of black 
powder charges shall 
determine if airframe 
shall fail. Upon test of 

 Vehicle must be 
reusable and sustain 
minimal damage due 
to large black powder 
forces.  
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full-scale flight, the 
vehicle frame will be 
inspected for any 
notable  damage. 

Shear pins shall 
release during 
activation of black 
powder charges 
when exposed to 
425 lbf. 

Analysis Analysis of shear pins 
shall determine if 
separation force is 
adequate for airframe 
separation. 

Successful parachute 
deployment, 
successful recovery. 

The vehicle shall 
weigh at most 34 
lbs. 

Analysis Analysis using Open -
rocket simulation and  

Cost effective, and to 
reach the required 
height. 

The vehicle shall 
have an inner 
diameter of at most 
6.007”. 

Inspection Final fully constructed 
vehicle shall be 
measured to ensure 
this dimension as well 
as model drawings. 

Cost effective, easy 
to ship and store, and 
allows for more room 
for inner components 
including electronics 
and payload. Must 
meet manufacturer 
tolerance. 

The vehicle shall be 
assembled in no 
more than 45 
minutes. 

Demonstration  A timed simulation of 
competition level 
vehicle assembly 
shall be done to 
ensure that this 
requirement is met. 

Efficient to assemble, 
and requirement to 
ensure launch 
readiness in allotted 
competition time. 

During flight 
airframe 2, the 
payload, and 
airframe 3, shall not 
separate 

Test  If everything stays 
attached during the 
full scale flight 
demonstration then it 
meets the 
requirement. 

If it falls apart, we 
lose the payload and 
the airframe 3. The 
rocket won’t be 
reusable, and it will 
lose stability. 
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5.2 Budgeting and Timeline 

5.2.1 Component Cost Breakdown 

 
Table 25: Nosecone. 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Nosecone 1 105 

Bulkhead  1 7.16 

Grade 8 steel Hex Nut (3/8-
16") 

2 0.38 

Mounting Plate  1 0.50 

U-bolt 1 1.95 

Nosecone 1 104.99 

Bulkhead (5.286")  1 7.16 

GPS Bulkhead  1 7.16 

GPS Rail  2 3.33 

GPS Sledplate  1 7.16 

APM 2.6  1 40.00 

Total: 13 284.79 

 

 
Table 26: Airframe 1. 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Airframe 1 1 150 

Bulkhead  1 7.16 

Grade 8 steel Hex Nut (3/8-
16") 

2 0.38 

Mounting Plate  1 0.50 

U-bolt 1 1.95 

Bulkhead (6.006")  1 7.16 
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Total: 7 167.15 

 

 

Table 27: Avionics Bay. 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Avionics Bay Frame 1 185 

Coupler  1 65.84 

BulkheadTop 1 7.16 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Avionics Rail  2 10.72 

Bulkhead Bottom  1 6.89 

Sled plate 1 10.35 

Aluminum Tubing (0.5"OD 
0.402"ID 

2 3.33 

PerfectFlite Stratologger  2 109.9 

9-Volt Battery  2 2.3 

Grade 8 steel hex nut (3/8-
16") 

2 0.38 

U-bolt  1 1.95 

Mounting Plate  1 0.5 

Total: 17 404.32 

 

 

Table 28: Airframe 2. 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Airframe 2  1 185 

Coupler  1 50 

Bulkhead (5.862" OD)  1 7.16 

U-bolt  2 1.95 
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Grade 8 steel hex nut (3/8-
16") 

1 0.38 

Mounting Plate  1 0.5 

Total: 7 244.99 

 

 

Table 29: Payload. 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Payload Shell 1  

Baseplate  1  

Servo 3  1  

Microservo Arm  1  

Fins 4  

Fin Clamp 4  

Vertical Arms 4  

Triangle Arms 2  

Push Rod Assembly  4  

Push Rod Servo  2  

Integration Rods  2  

Hex Nuts (1/4-20 )  2  

Total: 28  
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Table 30: Airframe 3. 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Airframe 3 Shell  1 184.99 

Airframe 3 Coupler 1 32.92 

Motor Mount  1 94.99 

Centering Rings  1 14.58 

75mm Retainer Cap  4 50 

75mm Retainer Plunge  4  

Motor Casing  4  

Motor casing tube  2  

Motor Casing top  4 3.5 

Motor casing Bottom  2 6.89 

Fins 2 148.68 

Total: 16 536.55 

 

 
Table 31: Team Travel. 

Travel  Quantity Cost 

Airfare 10 $4500 

Rental Cars 2 $700 

Hotel Rooms 3 $1350 

 

These numbers are based on last year’s travel expense calculations.  

 

5.2.1.1 Funding plan 

Eclipse has sought out several potential sources of funding for our project. Our main source of 

funding comes from the California Space Grant, which can provide up to $10,000 for project 

components as well as travel and testing. Secondary sources of funding will come from the Club 

Finance Council (CFC) at UC Davis. The CFC provides grants of up to $2000 per year to help 

pay for itemized costs of projects or undertakings that enrich campus life. Tertiary sources of 
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funding will potentially come from the College of Engineering at UC Davis and/or the Mechanical 

and Aerospace Engineering Department at UC Davis.  

  

5.2.1.2 Community Support4.0.0.2 Community Support 

The sustainability of the team can be ensured through the mutual learning process between the 

team and the community. Twice a quarter, the team will host low power rocket launches on 

university campus to engage university students and K-12 students in the Davis community. In 

an effort to make the designing and the building of the rocket a multi-disciplinary endeavor, the 

team also plans to recruit engineering students from the electrical, material science, and civil 

engineering department. On the other hand, the team can also learn from the local community 

by attending high power rocket launches host by rocketry groups such as the Sacramento Area 

Rocketry Group and the Arliss Project. 

 

5.2.1.3 Sustainability 

The Eclipse team’s future can be sustained by a variety of means. By presenting at the local 

student chapters of societies such as the The Society of Women Engineers, the American 

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and the American Society of Mechanical Engi- 

neers the team is able to reach out and recruit new members. Teaming up with other clubs 

such as the Davis Computer Science Club allows the team to reach other majors and show 

that creating a rocket is a multi-disciplinary project. 

 

6 Appendix 

6.1 Total Component Mass Breakdown 

 
Table 32: Nosecone. 

Component Name Quantity Mass (oz.) 

Nosecone 1 19.3 

Bulkhead  1 4.128 

Grade 8 steel Hex Nut (3/8-
16") 

2 3.26016 

Mounting Plate  1 2.30752 

U-bolt 1 5.17888 
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Bulkhead (5.286")  1 3.7856 

GPS Bulkhead  1 3.7856 

GPS Rail  2 6 

GPS Sled Plate  1 1.5 

APM 2.6  1 1 

Total: 13 50.24576 

 

 
Table 33: Airframe 1. 

Component Name Quantity Mass (oz.) 

Airframe 1 1 26 

Bulkhead  1 4.128 

Grade 8 steel Hex Nut (3/8-
16") 

2 3.26016 

Mounting Plate  1 2.30752 

U-bolt 1 5.17888 

Bulkhead (6.006")  1 3.7856 

Total: 7 44.66016 

 

 

Table 34: Avionics Bay. 

Component Name Quantity Mass (oz.) 

Avionics Bay Frame 1 18.8 

Coupler  1 26.88 

BulkheadTop 1 3.26016 

Component Name Quantity 12.06624 

Avionics Rail  2 12.06624 

Bulkhead Bottom  1 2.301 

Sled plate 1 2.31088 
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Aluminum Tubing (0.5"OD 
0.402"ID 

2 1.3 

PerfectFlite Stratologger  2 0.76 

9-Volt Battery  2 3.2 

Grade 8 steel hex nut (3/8-
16") 

2 3.26016 

U-bolt  1 5.17888 

Mounting Plate  1 2.30752 

Total: 17 91.39008 

 

 

Table 35: Airframe 2. 

Component Name Quantity Mass (oz.) 

Airframe 2  1 23 

Coupler  1 10 

Bulkhead (5.862" OD)  1 3.7856 

U-bolt  2 5.17888 

Grade 8 steel hex nut (3/8-
16") 

1 3.26016 

Mounting Plate  1 2.30752 

Total: 7 47.53216 

 

 
Table 36: Payload. 

Component Name Quantity Cost (USD) 

Payload Shell 1  

Baseplate  1  

Servo 3  1  

Microservo Arm  1  

Fins 4  
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Fin Clamp 4  

Vertical Arms 4  

Triangle Arms 2  

Push Rod Assembly  4  

Push Rod Servo  2  

Integration Rods  2  

Hex Nuts (1/4-20 )  2  

Total: 28  

 

 
Table 37: Airframe 3. 

Component Name Quantity Mass (oz.) 

Airframe 3 Shell  1 52 

Airframe 3 Coupler 1  

Motor Mount  1 12.78 

Centering Rings  1 8.224 

75mm Retainer Cap  4 1.19376 

75mm Retainer Plunge  4 1.12176 

Motor Casing  4  

Motor casing tube  2  

Motor Casing top  4  

Motor casing Bottom  2 5.584 

Fins 2 59.5 

Total: 16 140.40352 
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6.2 Structural Analysis Calculations 

%{   

    Ryan Johnson 

    Eclipse Rocketry 

    Airframe Stress Analysis Due To Black Body Charges 

     

%} 

%This script allows the the calculation of the maximum stress in the 

%airframe due to the black body charges to deploy the first and second 

%parachute 

RequiredShearForceOnScrew = 25; %units in lbf given based of #2-56 shear pins 

ShearScrewArea = (pi / 4) * (.086) 2̂; %units in^2 

ShearStressOneScrew = RequiredShearForceOnScrew / ShearScrewArea; %psi 

 

n = 2; %number of shear pins 

AxialForceRequired = n*RequiredShearForceOnScrew; %Minimum force required to shear pins 

 

%% Airframe Dimensions / Ensuring Pin Breakage 

InnerDiameter = 6.007; %units in 

OuterDiameter = 6.15; %units in  

InnerRadius = InnerDiameter / 2; %units in 

Thickness = (OuterDiameter-InnerDiameter) / 2 ; %units in 

InternalPressure = 15; %psi recommended by parachute manufacturers 

 

ForceBirch = InternalPressure * (pi / 4) * (InnerDiameter) 2̂; %lbf in x direction 

SigmaLongitudinal = (InternalPressure*InnerDiameter) / (4*Thickness); %psi 

 

ForcePerScrew = ForceBirch / n ; %units lbf gives the resultant force in the pins due to FBD 

StressPerScrew = ForcePerScrew / ShearScrewArea; %units psi 

 

 

BreakageFactor = ((StressPerScrew / ShearStressOneScrew)-1)*100; %results in percent 

greater 

if StressPerScrew > ShearStressOneScrew 

    fprintf('The resultant shear stress is %.000f percent greater than the shear stress required to 

break the pins.\n', BreakageFactor) 

    fprintf('The pins will shear\n') 

else 

    fprintf('ALERT! The resultant shear stress is less than the shear stress required. Too many 

shear screws') 

end 

 

%% Stress in Airframe Treated as Pressure Vessel During Chute Deployment  
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HoopStress = (InternalPressure * InnerRadius) / Thickness; %psi 

LongitudinalStress = (InternalPressure *InnerRadius) / (2*Thickness); %psi 

Sigma1 = HoopStress; %psi 

Sigma2 = LongitudinalStress; %psi 

Sigma3 = 0; %psi 

InPlaneFrameShear = (Sigma1-Sigma2) / 2; %psi 

MaxFrameShearStress = (Sigma1-Sigma3) / 2; %psi 

 

G10TensileStrength = 38000; %psi data from matweb 

G10ShearStrength = 0.5 * G10TensileStrength; %psi 

AirframeTensileSafetyFactor = G10TensileStrength / Sigma1;  

AirframeShearSafetyFactor = G10ShearStrength / MaxFrameShearStress; 

 

fprintf('The factor of safety is %.000f in the airframe. \n' , AirframeTensileSafetyFactor) 

fprintf('The airframe will not fail due to parachute deployment') 

 

 

%% Generating Mohr's circle for stresses 

c12 = (Sigma1+Sigma2)/2; %center of circle  

r12 = (Sigma1-Sigma2)/2; %radius of circle 

theta12 = linspace(0, 2*pi);  

x12 = r12*cos(theta12) + c12; 

y12 = r12*sin(theta12); 

 

c23 = (Sigma2+Sigma3)/2; 

r23 = (Sigma2-Sigma3)/2; 

theta23 = linspace(0, 2*pi); 

x23 = r23*cos(theta23) + c23; 

y23 = r23*sin(theta23); 

 

c31 = (Sigma3+Sigma1)/2; 

r31 = (Sigma1-Sigma3)/2; 

theta31 = linspace(0, 2*pi); 

x31 = r31*cos(theta31) + c31; 

y31 = r31*sin(theta31); 

 

plot(x12, y12) 

xlabel('Principle Stresses psi') 

ylabel('Shear Stresses psi') 

title('Mohrs circle for stress Parachute Deployment') 

axis equal 

hold on 

plot(x23, y23) 

plot(x31, y31) 
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hold off 

 


